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The usage of scale-resolving approaches facilitates more accurate
prediction of characteristics and better understanding of flow physics in
simulation of complex problems. The drawback is that in addition to high
computational costs these methods demand large highly-skilled human
effort for appropriate computational (body-fitted, BF) mesh design,
especially when complex geometric configurations are considered. This
follows from scale-resolving approach requirements but is also caused by
certain features of numerical schemes and other computational aspects.
Increasing the geometry detalization results in rapidly growing time
expenses for mesh building. Moreover, this amplifies the probability of
errors. That’s why object geometry optimization while using scaleresolving approaches becomes a strongly time-consuming task in the sense
of human hours. In view of these problems, the immersed boundary (IB)
method looks quite promising. This approach allows one to simulate the
flow over the solid body without boundary conforming meshes.
We exploit the IB techniques based on Brinkmann penalization [1]. A
similar approach was presented for incompressible flows on octree meshes
in [2] and on unstructured meshes in [3]. In this work we combine the two
approaches: body-conforming for main or simple geometry parts of the
configuration, where it is important to provide high accuracy simulation of
the boundary layers over a surface, and the IB method for modelling
remaining elements.
The numerical algorithm implemented in our in-house code NOISEtte
realizes the recent modification [4] of hybrid RANS-LES DES approach. It
is adjusted for joint use with the IB method. We use the EBR (Edge-Based
Reconstruction) schemes, which provide higher accuracy on unstructured
meshes thanks to quasi-1D reconstruction of variables along extended
edge-oriented stencils [5]. To treat high gradients and shocks we develop
the WENO-extension of EBR schemes [6]. In order to gain the best
accuracy – stability – computational cost ratio we develop an adjustable
hybrid numerical algorithm that takes into account local characteristics of
flow and mesh.
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the flow over circular cylinder simulated by IB approach.

We validate our resulting algorithm by simulating turbulent
compressible flows over the circular cylinder with Re=3900 and tandem of
square cylinders with Re=180000 on unstructured meshes. Visualization of
the first problem flow simulated using the IB method is demonstrated in
Fig. 1. The validation is based on comparing the results with those
computed using classical BF approach and corresponding experimental
data. Mesh resolution requirements and other numerical aspects of flow
simulation near bodies modelled by the IB method will be discussed.
We use the developed method to simulate the transonic turbulent flow
over a cavity with the installed deflector of complex geometry [7] where
the deflector is described by the IB techniques while the cavity – using the
usual BF approach.
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